CO-Camping
The Camping Town, with its tree-houses “to sleep” and its studio “to create”, is a place dedicated to hosting and
creation. The five indivual three-houses, nested in the common space, reconcilie the outside and the inside, at the same
time they allow to live intimacy in a shared place. Utopic, primitive and futuristic, this structure hosts at democratic
prices individuals in project.
The Camping Town aims to save a space for self-collecting & personal process at the same time that it allows
transparency & exchanges with the collective environment. The Co-Camping is a place for experimenting and sharing
(body)-knownledge. Living & working together is the frame for interactions & connections, out of the traditional way of
“teaching” & “learning”.
We want to encourage the performance as a living-interaction and a crossing-point between artists & non-artists,
amators & professionnals, nature & culture, public & private spheres. Structures and guidelines are generated to make
possible a fruitfull collective and individual journey. We are aiming to support work in the areas of : Performance &
mutidisciplinary art / Land Art, Urban ecology & Social Sculpture / Community Living & Art therapy / Contempory &
traditional dances / Contact Improvisation and Somatic Technics / Sound installations & Life music.
Spaces
-

-

-

The Tree-houses space is furnished and equiped, with WIFI. Each one has his / her own private tree-house (one
bed size + possibility of a small desk). In Commune : living-room, kitchen, bathroom, toilets (2), shower + 2
external yards + space for bikes.
The Studio (6/10m wood-floor + bar & with kitchen + 2 toilets & shower) and The White Basement can be used
for personal work, researches or warming up. It is also open for collective researches and invitation to guests,
under certain conditions.
Giving classes in the Studio or in the White Basement or making any activity generating money is not included in
the Co-Camping, but you can rent theses spaces on the general conditions.
Costs

- Sleeping in the tree-house : 295 euros / month all charges included.
- Sleeping in a tree-house + Working Space (White Basement ) : 365 euros / month all charges included. This
includes free access to the White Basement.
- Sleeping in a tree-house + Working Space (STUDIO & White Basement) : 495 euros / month all charges included.
This includes free access to the White Basement / free acces to “Shared Studio” + Limited acces for Personal Use
of the studio.
The mutual use of spaces is discussed between the residents.

(See behind for further informations)

How does it work ?
- The Co-Caming has almost no staff, and will probably never have in order to stay cheap. It has also for the moment no
subsidies. We are running the space with 2 persons : the founder of the Camping Town, Anne Dolorès Marcélis,
and the Resident-Volunteer. Please, co-build the place !
- We ask you to be self-responsable for all domestic concerns : cleaning and ordering the space. Be concious of energetic
cost and never forget to switch off light and heating before to leave (wall indications will remind you this).
-

The space is dedicated for artists or non-artists who are engaged in a process (no friends, no relatives, no pets).
If we are a “social place”, we don’t want to loose our perspective. We ask you to keep the destination of the
space (creation & experimentation) & be aware not to disturb the other residents.
-

The relation to neighbours is fragile. A nice and positive relation is necessary. We ask above all to respect the
quietness of the environment especially in the outside space (yard). If you plane events that may bring
inconveniences, please, inform us in advance.
-

-

Silent between 9h45pm and 9h15 am is desirable for the good sleep of residents.

We are open to arty interventions in the Camping Town but only in concertation beforehand.

-

Visits of the space and “Check-in” are planed with the Resident Volunteer. If you can not be there, mandate a
friend to receive your key. At departure, the key will be returned in the ad hoc mail-box.

-

Because the keys are expansive and their lost a big problem (for security reasons), we ask a CAUTION of 100
euros that is given in CASH the day of the arrival or transferred on the bank account of the Camping Town. This
caution will be refunded by bank transfer at latest one week after departure.
Food at the Camping is on your own responsibility, but residents are free to organise the cooking together.
-

Bring your sheets and towel.
How to reserve my stay ?

-

Get in contact with the resident-volunteer for questions and visits. If interested,send a mail with : name, e-mail,
dates of your stay and special requests you may have. When you get agreement of the resident-volunteer, fill
the rent contract + sign the co-camping convention. Mail TO : resident.benevole.campingtown@gmail.com

-

As soon as you receive confirmation from us, make A DEPOSIT of the FIRST Month RENT to reserve your place on
the account : BE83 5230 8047 4915 - BIC : TRIOBEBB + NAME + Date of the stay / Cancellation Policy : In case of
withdraw, refund of 70% till 40 days before the date / 30% till 10 days before the date / Nothing after.

